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ABOUT THE SERIES

THE AUTHOR

Every title in the series “My Very First Short Stories”
contains eleven stories. The short texts are ideal for reading
aloud, and there is much to observe and discover in the
large-format illustrations.

Frauke Nahrgang was born in 1951 in Stadtallendorf, where
she lives today with her husband and two children. She has
been working as a primary school teacher since 1976 and
enjoys teaching school beginners most of all. At school she
began to write texts for beginners, and she has been writing
children's books since 1987. Frauke Nahrgang watches
children very carefully and is interested in how they make
contact, talk and communicate with each other. She
transfers these observations strikingly into the stories in her
picture books.

CONTENT
This board book contains eleven concise stories all about
everyday life in preschool, providing motivation and lots of
opportunity for parents and children to interact.
This title in the successful “First Short Stories” series is all
about preschool. The scene and text on each spread tell a
complete story in situations familiar to young children:
Being new at preschool; celebrating birthdays at preschool;
playing all different things at preschool; taking a nap at
preschool... These tales can help feeling comfortable going
to preschool, and provide plenty of things for parents and
children to talk about.

THE ILLUSTRATOR
Andrea Hebrock was born in Herford, studied visual
communication with a focus on graphic design and
illustration in Bielefeld and Hamburg.
She lives and works as a freelance illustrator in Hamburg.
She paints and draws children's and picture books,
boardbooks for the little ones, games and much more. Since
1995, her cheerful character heroes have been published
and translated by numerous German and international
publishers.
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